
 

8 BRAID GROUPACTIONS A PBWTYPE BASIS

MOTIVATION ROOT VECTORS VIA A BRAIDGROUP ACTION

Recall that in Leonardo's first talk we saw that

if Ut subalgebra of U generatedby all Ear GET
6 Far are IT

W Ku MEZE
then we had

THEOREM 4.21 i U U Ut Ug U uiouzi u.ws
is an isomorphism of vectorspaces

ii km for µ EZE are a basis for W

The subalgebra Ut and U are quantum analoguesof

Ulnt Ulm CUCog We have PBW theorems for

Mint WW Explicitly Ufnt has a basis
consistingoforderedmonomials in the root vectors ear are t

In the quantum setting we have Eos for arett but

we don't yet know how to make senseof E f are

THEOREML For all are there is an element

EarC Utes such that Ut has a basis consisting
of ordered monomials in these elements



This statement eventhe existence ofEcs part is nontrivial

as there is no underlying lie algebra for Ut

Motivation for how we will construct theseEar again
comes from the classical setting For any PE Et there
is c IT and weW such that was p We write

Sos Sos d p for W Sar So a reduced expression

One can lift each Sari to an automorphism string og
by STIX expladeodexpf adfor explodes

By the construction Eri oyyi ogs.ir for TEE
Sir also acts on any g module

The STs do not quite form a Weylgroup aation
we don't always have 5,2 1 but they do form
a braid group action

Definition The braid group associated to W
is the group generated by simple reflections
Sari ariett but modulo only the braid
relations if are Aj C IT and SariSag has
order m in W we impose the relation

ScsiSerjSai u SerjSocSog
in terms in terms

And we omit the relations say I presentin W J


